Abstract -The irreducible tensor mthcd is extended fran continuous group t o the system with point group s y n e t r y . coefficient fran SO(3) t o octahedral group is introduced for sktplifying the calculation of matrix e l m n t s . the spectra of praseodymim penta phosphate is presented.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, an attempt has been made t o extend the irreducible tensor mthcd t o molecular system (ref. 1-8) .
theorem i n evaluating m a t r i x e l m n t , the interactions i n molecules are fonnulated i n terms of irreducible tensor set which is associated with a group chain leading fran continuous group t o point group. Especially, the V-coupling coefficients fran SO (3) t o point group 0 ( r e f . 6-8) is factorized fran the reduced matrix elen-ent t o make a s h p l i f i c a t i o n of m a t r i x e l m n t calculation. spectra of praseodymim penta phosphate is presented.
In order t o make sufficient use of the generalized Wigner-Eckart
As an application, the analysis of the
IRREDUCIBLE TENSOR METHOD FOR MOLECULAR SYSTEM
n L e t us consider a system with octahedral symnetry. characterized by the irreducible representation a2, t l and t 2 of octahedral group 0, several qmup chains s t m d fran L i e algebra have been introduced in the treatment of many electron system (ref. 3-13) .
For configuration (a2tlt2)
In this paper, we only consider one of them SO(28)3SUQ(2)x{w( 14)~S~(2)x[SO(7)3G2~SO(3) 1) This group chain is an extension of the u~l l -h o w n one, due t o Racah ( r e f . 5 ) , adapting the octahedral s y n e t r y in quasispin (Q) scheme. When the Russell-Saunders coupling (SxL+J) is considered, a subgroup SOJ(3) can be introduced i n the group chain ( 1) by writing
This group chain is suitable for the treatrent of an rare-earth ion in the environment of ligand f i e l d with octahedral s y n e t r y . If the f i e l d is of law synetry, a subgroup D of the octahedral group can be further introduced i n chain ( 2 ) i n the following manner
Accordingly, an irreducible tensor set can be built up, by mans of bi-coupling technique
where the superscript t , which is an irreducible representation of group 0, arises from the decanposition of J which is the result of Russell-Saunders coupling, i.e. SxL--rJ+t, and &re q denotes the irreducible representation of quasispin group S $ ( 2 ) , and and signify the ocmponents of q and t , respectively. classification of the irreducible tensors is l i s t e d in Table 1 . Alternatively, another irreducible tensor set associated with quadruple-coupling can be constructed as Furthemre, the group theoretical
For brevity, the classification of them is anitted.
In SLJt sckm!, the interaction i n ligand f i e l d theory such as the ligand f i e l d interaction %, the r e l a t i v i s t i c effect %, and the electron repulsion interaction H, is included in the r e l a t i v i s t i c effect 4.
in Eqs. (6), (7) and ( 8 ) can be evaluated by mans of quantum chemistry calculation or they can be taken as parmters t o f i t experimental data.
For simplicity, w only discuss the matrix element of ligand f i e l d interaction H,=.
Application of generalized Wigner-Eckart theorem t o the matrix e l e m n t of H, in SLJt defined by Tang ( r e f . 6-8), play an inportant role in the evaluation of matrix elements, as they can bridge the gap betwen the continuous group and the point group. For practical calculation of the rare-earth W l e x e s , the n m r i a l values of the V-coupling coefficients fran SO(3) t o group 0 in the ran-j = 1 / 2 t o j=25/2 have been evaluated ( r e f . 10). kan
Fq. (lo)
, YR see that the reduced matrix element introduced by Racah can be further s p l i t t e d into the product of the 3-j symbol of quasispin group S@(2) and the reduced matrix e l m n t of W~( O K ) which is independent of the numtxr of electrons.
coefficients frcan SO(3) t o group and the 3-1 symbol of quasispin d ( 2 ) are introduced, they w i l l make a simplification of the matrix elemnt calculation.
he group theoretical classification of W ' t (~~~)
AS the v-coupling SO (28) suQ ( for the electron repulsion interaction,
T H e result of theoretical calculation and the experimental data f fluoresent spectra are l i s t e d in Table 2 . The root-mean-square deviation is 34 an-. 
